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Devi: 

An Exploration of Hindu Goddess Iconography 

Evyn Venkateswaran 

‘Devi’ is a collection of illustrations that emphasize the unifying feminine power in 

Hinduism, commonly known as shakti. Portrayed within are several deities that have unique 

stories and corporeal forms, re-contextualized through a modern lens.  

The ways in which I have achieved this is through my depiction of each of the goddesses, 

featuring a separate culture or ethnicity found within the Indian Subcontinent. This challenges the current 

market of Hindu illustrations where all goddesses share the same facial-features, skin-tone, and clothing. 

In addition, each of the artworks contain compositions that are unique and break away from the typical 

forward-facing, subject gazing directly at the audience compositions found in the aforementioned 

illustrations. Lastly, when creating my illustrations, I strove to capture a story or a meaning that would 

distinguish the identity of that specific deity. 

Initially, the technique in which I completed this project was through using either oil pastels or 

nupastels, later adding a layer of digital paint with Photoshop. However, due to different situational 

changes, I have finished my last images utilizing Procreate on my iPad Pro. With both situations, I 

focused on impressionistic mark-making, using several colors to create an iridescent quality in each of the 

pieces. Within my color palettes, I used golden-yellow in each of the pieces to draw significance between 

the goddesses, for example using the most amount of gold in Durga  to emphasize how she’s the ultimate 

form of shakti. 

My intent of displaying these images is through posters that can either be used as iconography 

within worship or hung up as decoration. Additionally, these images will be utilized in merchandise on 

items such as Calendars or Greeting Cards, adding accessibility for appreciation in both Western and 

Eastern markets. By doing so, I hope to show an example of how to respectfully appreciate the divine 

quality these images embody. 




































